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Superfire S11-H, UV Taschenlampe, 365NM, USB

Artikel-Nr.: SUPERF-S11H
Hersteller: Superfire
EAN: 6956362911550
Herkunftsland: China
Zolltarifnummer: 85131000
Gewicht: 0.078 kg

 
Supfire S11-H UV Flashlight
The Supfire S11-H UV flashlight can effectively detect animal marks as well as the symptoms of dermatophytosis and check
the authenticity of documents. The powerful rechargeable battery provides up to 180 minutes of operation. Water resistance
and adjustable brightness give you the freedom you need. The product will also impress you with its durability and ease of
use.
 

 
 
Discover the possibilities of the UV lamp
The device emits pure UV light with a wavelength of 365 nm, which is responsible for its efficiency. You can make use of the
possibilities offered by the S11-H in many ways. You can check the authenticity of banknotes or documents, find pet stains on carpets
and even detect dermatophytosis in your pet.
 

 
 
It will serve you for a long time
The 800mAh rechargeable battery provides up to 3 hours of UV light use. Charging it is not even a problem - all you need is a micro
USB cable. S11-H also has a special battery status indicator. A blue light means it is fully charged, and a red light means it is low on
power. This way you always know when to plug in the flashlight!
 

 
 
Easy and comfortable to use
The flashlight is very intuitive to operate - just use the small button on the bottom of the flashlight. It allows you to conveniently change
the intensity of the emitted UV light - it can go from strong to weak or the other way around. The Supfire S11-H skillfully combines a
wide range of possibilities with simplicity of use.
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Use it in any weather
Although the back of the flashlight is not waterproof, you can confidently use it on a daily basis regardless of the weather. Whether
sunshine or rain, the S11-H will serve you well. The device should not be harmed by accidental exposure to moisture. Use your UV
flashlight freely and do not worry about the weather conditions!
 

 
 
Enjoy comfortable use
The housing of the device is made of durable aluminum alloy. This makes it resistant to damage and impresses with its
pleasant texture. Weighing only 78g, it is extremely handy and portable. All this adds up to the unparalleled comfort of the
S11-H - try it and see for yourself!
 

 
Included: Flashlight USB cable Specification:  

Manufacturer Superfire
Model S11-H

Light source UV365
Rated power 2,5

Operating time 3H
Lumens 365

Drop resistance up to 1m
Dimensions 115x24x24

Weight 78g
Waterproof No

Illumination range 45 m
Charging port micro USB

Battery capacity 800 mAh
Material PC

Charging time 150 min

Weitere Bilder:
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